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Abstract

In this paper, we present a modeling framework for hub location problems with a service time limit considering congestion at hubs. Service time is modeled taking the traveling time on the hub network as well as the handling time and the delay caused by congestion at hubs into account. We develop mixed-integer linear programming formulations for the single and multiple allocation versions of this problem. We further extend the multiple allocation model with a possibility of direct shipments. We test our models on the well-known AP data set and analyze the effects of congestion and service time on costs and hub network design. We introduce a measure for the value of modeling congestion and show that not considering the effects of congestion may result in increased costs as well as in building infeasible hub networks.

1 Introduction

A hub location problem consists of selecting a subset of nodes of a network to become hubs and thus to consolidate and redistribute many-to-many traffic originated at and destined to the nodes of the network. By consolidating flow at the hubs it is possible to exploit economies of scale usually associated with the inter-hub traffic and thus to reduce transportation costs while routing demand between origin-destination pairs.

*corresponding author
Hub location is an area that has grown significantly in the past decades as we can observe in the book chapter by [1] as well as in the review papers by [2], [3], and [4]. The success of this area is much due to the fact that it has many applications in transportation, logistics, and telecommunications (the reader can refer to the above mentioned works and to the references therein).

It is possible to organize the area of hub location according to different aspects or features. One such aspect distinguishing the problems concerns the allocation pattern. In a single-allocation hub location problem each terminal node must be allocated (for sending and receiving traffic) to exactly one node; in turn, if multiple allocation is considered, no limit exists for the number of hubs to which a terminal is allocated. Recently, [5] unified both allocation patterns in a so-called $r$-allocation pattern, where $r$ stands for the maximum number of nodes a terminal can be allocated to.

Another important feature in a hub location problem concerns the existence of capacity constraints. In this case, capacity may refer to the edges or to the hubs ([3] and [1]). When capacity is associated with hubs, a further distinction can be made. In some cases, capacity refers to non-processed incoming flow to the hubs; in others capacity refers to all the flow going through a hub.

In the beginning, motivated by some applications (see, e.g., the seminal papers by [6], [7], for air traffic) researchers focused on hub location problems in which the hub-level network is complete. However, other applications, such as logistics, called for incomplete hub networks. This is the case in the works by [8], [9], [10], [11], [12], [13], [14], [15], and [16], to mention a few.

With the need to consider progressively more comprehensive problems, several other variants and extensions have been considered. It is worth mentioning the research directions focusing uncertainty in the demands and/or in the costs ([17], [18], [19], [20], and [21]), time-dependent aspects ([22], [23]), and choice of transportation mode ([24]).

Finally, it is worth mentioning that in most of the works focusing on hub location problems it is assumed that direct shipments between terminals is not possible although some authors have considered that possibility such as [25], [26], [27], [14], [28], and [29].

Most of the above references show that research on hub location predominantly focuses on the minimization of costs, thus ignoring service level objectives such as delivery time. Nevertheless, the early work by [30] compares cost-minimal solutions with solutions balanced regarding their activity levels. Later, [31] introduced center and covering type hub location problems focusing exactly on service level objectives. Hub center problems seek the minimization of the maximum service time between origin-destination pairs (see, e.g., [32]). In covering problems, on the other
hand, the demand between an origin-destination pair is covered if it can be provided service within a given (service) time. Different notions of coverage are presented in the literature ([31]). Moreover, we can find the so-called set covering and maximal covering versions of a hub covering problem. The former minimizes the number of hubs to ensure a full demand coverage (see, e.g., [33]). The latter maximizes the amount of demand covered by a predetermined number of hubs to locate (e.g., [34]). One major drawback of center and covering type hub location problems is that transportation costs are not considered in these problems at all.

Cost and delivery time are two conflicting objectives that are present in many real-life service networks. This bi-objective nature of hub location problems is usually overlooked. In many applications, there is a promised service time, such as the overnight or 2-day delivery time guarantee in express shipment networks. In these applications, service time is a hard constraint rather than a component of an objective function to be minimized. If service time is overlooked while designing a hub network, the resulting hub network may not be feasible in terms of a desirable service level in the future. For instance, [35] points out that service level constraints are necessary in configuring networks for time definite motor carriers. We consider a similar setting in this paper as our starting point. In particular, we impose a limit on the service time for deliveries while minimizing total cost.

Service time has two components: the traveling time through the network and the time spent at hubs for processing the flow. We refer to the latter as the handling time at hubs. Typically, hubs have limited handling or sorting capacities. Furthermore, delays may occur in handling time, which is particularly true when a hub is operating close to its full capacity. In this case, we say that the hub is congested. The level of congestion may, in fact, vary depending on the amount of flow to be processed and the maximum capacity of the hub. For example, there may be no delay if a hub is working with less than 70% of its capacity, whereas a significant delay may occur if a hub is working over 90% of its capacity.

For the above reasons, in this work, we also model congestion at hubs since this is a means to account for the delay in handling time due to a high capacity utilization. Congestion is driven by two main factors: the amount of flow that needs to be processed by the hub and the capacity of the hub. We consider a problem suiting a pro-active decision maker who wishes to determine the capacities of hubs, thus influencing the congestion levels at the hubs and consequently the service time. In synthesis, we focus in this study on cost minimization hub location problems with capacity decisions and a service time limit reflecting the effects of congestion.

In his seminal paper on hub location, [6] was the first to emphasize possible negative repercussions of strongly utilized hubs. He suggested the minimization of the variability in terms
of hub usage. This idea was further considered by [36] using a simulation approach for ensuring a solution avoiding (as much as possible) an unbalanced usage of hubs. Later on, effects of congestion in hub location problems were addressed in the literature generally from a cost perspective. [20] viewed hubs as M/D/c-queuing systems. They proposed a capacity constraint imposing the probability of having more than a given number of airplanes in the queue to be smaller than or equal to a given value. [37] modeled congestion in the objective function by a convex non-linear cost function which increases exponentially in the flows assigned to hubs. [38] studied the multiple allocation version of this problem. [39] expressed the congestion at hubs as the ratio of total flow compared to the surplus capacity by treating the hub-and-spoke system as a network of M/M/1-queues. [40] compared the results of a single allocation model with two different cost functions for congestion: a power-law function and a Kleinrock average delay function. [41] focused on solving large-scale instances of their previously introduced models and presented a generalized Benders decomposition and an outer approximation method. [42] introduced the perspective of a network user, and compared their solutions to those from the perspective of the network owner. [43] followed up on this idea and solved the problem with a row generation procedure. None of the above studies considered the effects of congestion on delivery time.

[44] modeled hub operations as a G/G/1-queuing system and analyzed its effects on the design of inter-modal LTL logistics networks under service time constraints. They integrated steady state approximations of this queuing model within a p-hub median framework. The authors showed through computational analysis that available resources at a hub significantly affects both the location and number of hubs.

[45] consider a single allocation hub covering problem assuming a so-called M/M/x-queuing model for the operation at hubs. The third parameter indicates that the number of servers at a hub is to be determined. Additionally, the authors consider that the capacity at a hub induces a queue length.

[46] also investigate a hub covering location problem modeling congestion via a M/M/c-queuing model assuming an exogenous capacity for the queue in each hub. The authors consider the bi-objective nature of the problem and adopt a bi-objective modeling framework. In other words, they do not consider a maximum service time but assume that time is to be determined as part of the solution.

For the problem we investigate in this paper, we discretize congestion and include it in the discrete optimization models. In order to emphasize the strategic nature of a hub location problem, we are avoiding an explicit queuing model. The motivation is very similar to location
problems, where also the routing part is not solved explicitly. This allows us to tackle larger problem instances. We introduce novel mathematical formulations incorporating the effects of congestion in time definite delivery. We study the single and multiple allocation patterns. We report a set of computational experiments and discuss the relevance of capturing congestion and time in hub location problems.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In Section 2, we give all the details concerning the problems we are investigating and we introduce some notation to be used in the following sections. Subsequently, we present a mixed-integer programming formulation for the single allocation version of the problem. We present two mixed-integer programming models for the multiple allocation version in Section 4. In Section 5, we test and evaluate our models on instances derived from the AP data. Section 6 provides an overview of the work done.

2 Problem definition and notation

In hub location problems investigated in this work we seek to (i) determine the location of hubs, (ii) their capacity, (iii) the allocation of non-hub nodes to hubs, and (iv) the routes of flow through the network. When making these decisions, we ensure that delivery between all pairs of nodes is within the given service time limit. We model both the single and the multiple allocation versions of the problem. For the latter, we introduce two variants, which are distinguished by whether or not direct shipment between non-hubs is possible.

The features of our problems can be itemized as follows:

- There is a network underlying the problems such that traffic should be shipped between pairs of nodes.
- There is full-cross traffic demand, i.e., each node sends flow to any other node in the network.
- Unless direct shipment between non-hub nodes is allowed, every shipment is routed via at least one hub.
- All hubs should be interconnected, i.e., the hub-level network should induce a complete graph.
- Hubs are capacitated. We assume that such capacity refers to the amount of non-processed inflow at the hubs. This is particularly relevant in many applications such as those emerging in postal delivery or more generally in logistics distribution where the capacity is
associated with sorting of unprocessed incoming traffic at the hubs (see, e.g., [47]; [48]). Furthermore, capacities are assumed to be modular, e.g., sorting lines (as in [49] and [22]).

- There is a service time limit for sending flow between all pairs of nodes within the network, i.e., each origin-destination (O-D) pair must receive service within this given service time limit.
- There is a single time limit for the whole network.
- Service time between two nodes is calculated by considering the travel time on the network as well as handling times at hubs.
- Handling time at a hub is dependent on the hub’s capacity and its congestion level.
- The congestion level at a hub depends on the percent utilization of its capacity.
- Congestion levels are discretized. Each possibility induces some delay in terms of the handling time at a hub. In particular, the more congested a hub is, the higher the unitary handling time at the hub.
- Costs are accounted for (i) locating hubs, (ii) setting up their operating capacities, and (iii) routing the flow through the network.
- The transportation cost between adjacent nodes is scaled using different factors depending on the specific leg on the network they refer to ([50]). The transportation cost from a non-hub node to a hub (a collection leg) is scaled using a collection factor. Analogously, the transportation cost from a hub to a non-hub (a distribution leg) is scaled using a distribution factor. Finally, the transportation cost between two hubs (a inter-hub connection) is scaled using an appropriate discount factor.
- Transportation costs are assumed to satisfy the triangle inequality. This aspect together with the complete graph induced by the hubs ensures that all traffic is routed via at most two hubs.
- Travel times are symmetric and also satisfy the triangle inequality.

Computing service times between O-D pairs requires the knowledge about the so-called ready times. Hubs consolidate the flow and this can only be accomplished when all the incoming flow at the node is in fact at the hub. Accordingly, ready time is a value that we can associate with each hub representing the latest arrival time of all flow arriving at a hub from all the non-hub
nodes that are allocated to it ([51]). Ready time can alternatively be referred to as the collection time of a hub. The distribution time of a hub, on the other hand, is the longest travel time it takes to deliver flow from a hub to the non-hub nodes allocated to it.

Figure 1 illustrates this situation for a single allocation pattern. In this case, three nodes are allocated to hub $k$ and we can see the corresponding travel times. In our setting, we assume that the hub needs to wait for the incoming flow from all three nodes to arrive to consolidate the flow. The latest flow arrives to hub $k$ in four hours. If we suppose now that this traffic needs two hours to be sorted and consolidated with the other flow (the time depicted above the hub), plus three hours to travel to hub $l$, plus three hours at hub $l$ for processing, then the flow is ready to be shipped from hub $l$ only after 12 hours. Note from Figure 1 that it takes five hours to reach the furthest non-hub node that is allocated to hub $l$; i.e., the distribution time of hub $l$. We may then conclude that the maximum travel time in this network is 17 hours. We would like to remark that if the travel times are symmetric, the collection time is equal to the distribution time for each hub in the single allocation setting.

In a multiple allocation setting, the collection time at a hub is not necessarily equal to its distribution time. Moreover, collection and distribution times are dependent on hub-to-hub connections since a non-hub node may be allocated to more than one hub. These additional difficulties are well illustrated in Figure 2. We return to this figure in Section 4.

In a multiple allocation setting, the collection time at a hub is not necessarily equal to its distribution time. Moreover, collection and distribution times are dependent on hub-to-hub connections since a non-hub node may be allocated to more than one hub. These additional difficulties are well illustrated in Figure 2. We return to this figure in Section 4.
minimizing the total costs involved.

Taking into account the common features of the different problems that we detail in the following sections, we directly introduce the common notation to be used hereafter:

Sets:
- \(N\), set of nodes;
- \(C\), set of modules available for hubs (each one having a certain capacity);
- \(G\), set of congestion levels considered at hubs.

Parameters (flows and capacities):
- \(w_{ij}\), flow to be sent from node \(i \in N\) to node \(j \in N\); from these values we can compute:
  \(O_i = \sum_{j \in N} w_{ij}\), the flow originated in node \(i \in N\), and
  \(D_j = \sum_{i \in N} w_{ij}\), the flow destined to node \(j \in N\);
- \(\Gamma^c\), capacity of a hub with capacity level \(c \in C\);
- \(\gamma^g\), upper limit of the capacity utilization (percentage) for a hub congested at level \(g \in G\).

Parameters (costs):
- \(f^c_k\), fixed cost for locating a hub with capacity level \(c \in C\) at node \(k \in N\);
- \(c_{ij}\), transportation cost between nodes \(i\) and \(j\) \((i, j \in N)\);
- \(\alpha\), discount factor for inter-hub connections;
- \(\chi\), scaling factor for collection costs;
- \(\delta\), scaling factor for distribution costs.

Parameters (time):
- \(t_{ij}\), travel time between nodes \(i\) and \(j\) \((i, j \in N)\);
- \(\Delta^c\), handling time at a hub with capacity level \(c \in C\);
- \(\tau^g\), congestion factor, i.e., relative delay in time determined by congestion level \(g \in G\);
- \(T\), service time limit.

3 Single allocation hub location with service time and congestion

In this section, we first present a mathematical formulation for the single allocation version of the problem. In Section 3.2, we discuss some features of an optimal solution to the problem.
3.1 An optimization model

An optimization model can be proposed for our single allocation hub location model with congestion (cong-SAHL) that is primarily based on the formulation by [47]. This is a formulation well-known for its trade-off between size and tightness (see, for instance [49, 52]). In fact, it is a 3-index formulation that can efficiently be solved using general-purpose solvers.

In the model we are proposing next, we make use of the same allocation and flow variables as follows:

\[ x_{ik} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if node } i \text{ is allocated to hub } k, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (i, k \in N) \]

\[ y_{kl}^i = \text{Amount of flow originated in node } i \text{ that is routed from hub } k \text{ to hub } l \ (i, k, l \in N). \]

We additionally introduce two new sets of variables: one is associated with congestion, the other refers to ready times.

\[ z_{cg}^k = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if a hub with capacity level } c \text{ and congestion level } g \text{ is located at } k, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \quad (c \in C, g \in G, k \in N) \]

\[ r_k = \text{ready time of hub } k, \ (k \in N). \]

**Remark 1** Since we are assuming that the travel times are symmetric, in the case of single allocation, recall that the collection time is equal to the distribution time for each hub. Hence, it suffices to consider the collection times (ready times) at hubs to ensure delivery within the service time limit between all pairs of nodes. This fact saves us from defining additional decision variables in the formulation of the single allocation problem.

**Remark 2** For modeling purposes, instead of using the exact values of the ready times we will use upper bounds on them that are denoted by \( \bar{r}_k, \ k \in N \). This helps making the model readable and does not prevent it from obtaining an optimal solution to the problem. The exact ready times can be easily computed from an optimal solution to the model as we explain in the next section.

Our problem can now be formulated as follows:

\[
(P_{SA}) \text{ minimize } \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{k \in N} (c_{ik}O_i + c_{ki}D_i) x_{ik} + \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} \alpha c_{kl} y_{kl}^i + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} f_{kc}^g z_{cg}^k, \quad (1)
\]
subject to  
\begin{align*}
\sum_{k \in N} x_{ik} &= 1, \\
\sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} z_{ck}^{cg} &= x_{kk}, \\
\sum_{l \in N} y_{kl}^i - \sum_{l \in N} y_{lk}^i &= O_i x_{ik}, \\
\sum_{i \in N} O_i x_{ik} &\leq \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} \Gamma^c \tau_g^z z_{ck}^{cg}, \\
\bar{r}_k &\geq t_{ik} x_{ik}, \\
\bar{r}_k + \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} \Delta^c \tau_g^z z_{ck}^{cg} + t_{kl} + \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} \Delta^c \tau_l^z z_{kl}^{cg} + \bar{t}_l &\leq T, \\
x_{ik} &\in \{0, 1\}, \\
y_{kl}^i &\geq 0, \\
z_{ck}^{cg} &\in \{0, 1\}
\end{align*}

The objective function (1) represents the overall cost to be minimized. It consists of transportation costs and costs for installing hubs of different capacities. Constraints (2) assure that every node is assigned to exactly one hub. Constraints (3) state that when a hub is established it should be set up with exactly one capacity level, which, in turn, induces some congestion level. Constraints (4) were introduced by [52] to ensure correct routing of flow through the hub network. Equations (5) state the flow balance constraints. Constraints (6) impose the capacity restrictions. These constraints concurrently determine the congestion level at each hub. For each hub, the higher the percentage utilization of its capacity, i.e., the higher the inflow it processes, the higher the congestion level it has. Constraints (7) determine upper bounds for the ready times. This bound for each hub is such that it is greater than the longest collection time from all the nodes that are allocated to it. To assure that the service time limit $T$ is satisfied, we introduce Constraints (8). In these constraints we can observe the two components of the total service time: transportation time (independent from the congestion level at the hubs) and handling time at the hubs (depending on congestion). The travel time between an O-D pair is computed by adding up the upper bounds on the ready times at each hub, the travel time between the hubs, and the handling time at hubs (reflecting congestion delay). Note that delay due to congestion is adhered only at the first hub on the route since capacity restrictions are
only imposed on the inflow. Lastly, (9) to (11) are the domain constraints.

3.2 Ready times and congestion levels in an optimal solution

As noted in the previous section, in the model presented above we use upper bounds for the ready time, \( \tilde{r}_k \), instead of the actual ready times, \( r_k \). This makes it easier to formulate the problem since it becomes possible that the values of the ready times are inflated in an optimal solution of \((P_{SA})\) as long as the service time limit is satisfied for all pairs of nodes.

We illustrate this aspect complementing the analysis of Figure 1 as depicted in Figure 3. As we already observed, the ready time or collection time at hub \( k \) \( (r_k) \) is 4 h. Similarly, the ready time or distribution time \( r_l \) of hub \( l \) is 5 h. This results in a longest service time on this sub-network of 17 h. Suppose that the service time limit is 24 hours. In this case, any combination of the values for \( \tilde{r}_k \) and \( \tilde{r}_l \) is feasible for the model as long as \( \tilde{r}_k \geq 4 \), \( \tilde{r}_l \geq 5 \), and \( \tilde{r}_k + \tilde{r}_l \leq 16 \). For example, \( \tilde{r}_k = 7 \) and \( \tilde{r}_l = 9 \) would result in a feasible solution. On a similar note, \( \tilde{r}_k \) variables may attain positive values for some non-hub nodes as well. Note, however, that this does not affect the optimality of a solution to the proposed model.

Similar to the inflation of ready time values, congestion levels at hubs may also be inflated in an optimal solution as long as the service time limit is satisfied without influencing the cost of a solution. Note that the congestion level is bounded from below by the capacity Constraints (6) and from above by the service time Constraints (8). When the service time constraint is non-binding and the capacity of a hub is not tight, a higher congestion level than the actual one might be selected by the model. In other words, similar to the ready times, setting the congestion levels at a higher level than it is necessary to assure the feasibility of the optimal min-cost solution renders a different solution that is also optimal from a cost point of view. In fact, the fixed costs for locating hubs depend only on their capacities and not on their congestion levels.

In conclusion, both the ready times and the congestion levels may be overestimated in an optimal solution to model \((P_{SA})\) without producing any effect on the optimal location and allocation decisions (unless there are alternative optimum solutions). Nevertheless, it is still of
interest to know the actual values of the ready times and congestion levels. This can be done by determining an optimal solution that minimizes the ready times and congestion levels.

This discussion sets our problem within a bi-objective setting. In fact, we can look at the minimization of ready times, the minimization of congestion levels, and the minimization of total cost as different objectives in a multicriteria problem. For a review on multicriteria facility location problems, we refer to [53].

In order to find the actual ready times and congestion levels we can simply employ a lexicographic approach ([54]) to our problem: Initially, we solve the model \((P_{SA})\) to optimality and obtain the optimal objective function value, i.e., the minimum total cost denoted by \(V(P_{SA})\).

Then, we solve the following problem:

\[
(P_{con,r}^{SA}) \begin{array}{ll}
\text{minimize} & \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} \gamma^g z^g_k + \sum_{k \in N} r_k, \\
\text{subject to} & \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{k \in N} c_{ik} (\chi O_i + \delta D_i) x_{ik} + \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} \alpha c_{kl} y_{kl} \\
& \quad + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} f_{k}^c z_{k}^g \leq V(P_{SA}),
\end{array}
\]

The objective function (12) sums the congestion levels and the ready times and is to be minimized. It is relevant to note that the sum of the ready times and sum of the congestion levels are not conflicting objectives. Hence, we can sum these up and use a single objective function rather than solving each problem individually.

Constraint (13) ensures that total cost is less than or equal to the minimum feasible cost. Through this constraint, we obtain a solution which is as good as the solution of the original problem \((P_{SA})\) with respect to costs. However, it is possible that the optimal solution of \((P_{SA}^{con,r})\) results in different location or allocation decisions than \((P_{SA})\). In that case, \((P_{SA}^{con,r})\) identifies an alternative optimum solution of \((P_{SA})\) with better values of ready times and congestion levels. Such a solution may be preferred and considered as more robust against potential uncertainty in demands and travel times.

Lastly, we would like to point out that one may also adopt a goal programming approach and use a higher cost value than \(V(P_{SA})\) on the right-hand-side of Constraint (13), relaxing the target value for total cost. In this case, it may be possible to achieve even smaller ready times and congestion levels.
4 Multiple allocation hub location with service time and congestion

We now consider the multiple allocation case. Like the single allocation setting, we start by assuming that direct shipments between non-hub nodes are not possible. Later, we relax this assumption. The reason for considering this possibility only in multiple allocation is that we are assuming that a non-hub node can be allocated to more than one (hub) node. Accordingly, the possibility of making direct shipments emerges as a more natural extension in a multiple allocation setting.

4.1 An optimization model

Again, our starting point is a well-known model for the capacitated multiple allocation hub location problem proposed by [48]. This is a 4-index formulation making use of decision variables that provide information about the entire path of a delivery. This makes it easier to compute the ready times, as we will see. In particular, we also consider the following variables:

\[ y_{kl}^{ij} = \text{fraction of flow from node } i \text{ to node } j \text{ that is shipped from hub } k \text{ to hub } l \]  \[ (i, j, k, l \in N). \]

In addition to the above variables, we consider a set of binary variables for tracking the path of the flow from one node to another:

\[ \hat{y}_{ij}^{kl} = \begin{cases} 1, & \text{if any traffic from } i \text{ to } j \text{ is routed from hub } k \text{ to } l, \\ 0, & \text{otherwise.} \end{cases} \]  \[ (i, j, k, l \in N) \]

In order to account for the capacity and congestion levels of the hubs we use the same variables \( z_{kg}^c \) \[ (k \in N, c \in C, g \in G) \] as for the single allocation problem.

As we noted in Section 2, in a multiple allocation setting not only does the collection time of a hub not coincide with its distribution time but also these times can be different for each hub-to-hub connection. Accordingly, in order to determine the ready times at the hubs we must go deeper in terms of the variable definitions and include one extra index in comparison to what we did for single allocation:

\[ r_{kl}^{in} = \text{collection time at hub } k \text{ with respect to the traffic that is going to be sent to hub } l \] \[ (k, l \in N); \]

In other words, by using the above variables we are considering the latest arrival time of the flow from every non-hub node allocated to hub \( k \) that is destined to be transferred to hub \( l \).
Likewise, we define:

\[ r_{out}^{kl} = \text{distribution time at hub } l \text{ with respect to the flow coming from hub } k, \text{i.e., the longest time it takes to deliver the flow to the non-hub nodes allocated to hub } l \text{ that is arriving from hub } k \ (k, l \in N). \]

The above decision variables are illustrated in Figure 4.

![Figure 4: Illustration of ready times for multiple allocation.](image)

Similar to the single allocation case, for modeling purposes we consider an upper bound on the ready times and leave the determination of the corresponding exact times for after an optimal solution has been obtained. The same can be done for the delivery times. These upper bounds will be denoted by \( \tilde{r}_{kl}^{in} \) and \( \tilde{r}_{kl}^{out} \), respectively, for the collection time at hub \( k \) for traffic going to hub \( l \) and for the delivery time at hub \( l \) w.r.t. the traffic coming from hub \( k \) \((k, l \in N)\).

We can finally introduce an optimization model for the multiple allocation version of our problem (cong-MAHLP):

\[
(P_{MA}) \quad \text{minimize} \quad \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j \in N} \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} (\chi c_{ik} + \alpha c_{kl} + \delta c_{ij})w_{ij}y_{kl}^{ij} + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} f_{k}^{c} z_{cg}^{k},
\]

subject to

\[
\sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} y_{kl}^{ij} = 1, \quad i, j \in N, \quad (15)
\]

\[
\sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} z_{cg}^{k} \leq 1, \quad k \in N, \quad (16)
\]

\[
\sum_{l \in N} y_{ij}^{kl} \leq \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} z_{cg}^{k}, \quad i, j, k \in N, \quad (17)
\]

\[
\sum_{k \in N} y_{ij}^{kl} \leq \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} z_{cg}^{l}, \quad i, j, l \in N, \quad (18)
\]

\[
\sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j \in N} \sum_{k \in N} y_{ij}^{kl} \leq \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} \gamma^{T} z_{cg}^{k}, \quad k \in N, \quad (19)
\]

\[
y_{ij}^{kl} \geq y_{ij}^{kl}, \quad i, j, k, l \in N, \quad (20)
\]
The objective function (14) represents the sum of the transportation and opening costs, which is to be minimized. With Constraints (15) we guarantee that the whole fraction of demand between each pair of nodes is shipped via hubs. Constraints (16) state that every hub can have at most one capacity and one congestion level. With Constraints (17) and (18) no flow can be routed via a node that is not a hub. These constraints together with (16) ensure that every hub has exactly one capacity and one congestion level. Similar to the single allocation version, Constraints (19) bound the incoming flow of a hub according to its capacity and also determine the congestion level of the hub. Constraints (20) relate the fractional flow variables with binary path variables. The binary variables are needed to determine the collection and distribution times at hubs. Accordingly, Constraints (21) and (22) calculate the collection and distribution times, respectively, of an inter-hub link. Constraints (23) limit the maximum service time on the network. Lastly, Constraints (24)–(26) are the domain constraints.

**4.2 The multiple allocation problem with direct shipments**

In this section, we relax the basic assumption in hub location stipulating that all deliveries must be shipped via at least one hub. Having direct connections between non-hub nodes, for example for having full-truckload shipments or direct airline connections, may be practical in some situations. The reader may refer to [55], [27], and [56] for some implementations.

In order to derive a model for this extension of the problem we can consider the same sets of decision variables already introduced for the multiple allocation problem. Additionally, we introduce the following ones:

\[
s_{ij} = \begin{cases} 
1, & \text{if all demand from node } i \text{ to node } j \text{ is shipped directly,} \\
0, & \text{otherwise.} 
\end{cases} 
\]

(i, j ∈ N)

In case a direct shipment is chosen, we consider a scaling factor \(\mu \geq 1\) for the corresponding
transportation costs.

The multiple allocation problem with congestion and direct shipment (cong-DMAHLP) can then be stated as follows:

\[
(P_{MA-D}) \quad \text{minimize} \quad \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j \in N} \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} (\chi c_{ik} + \alpha c_{kl} + \delta c_{ij}) w_{ij} y_{ij}^{kl} + \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j \in N} \mu c_{ij} w_{ij} s_{ij} + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} f_k c_{k}^{c_{g}} ;
\]

subject to (16) – (26),

\[
\sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} y_{ij}^{kl} + s_{ij} = 1, \quad i, j \in N, \tag{28}
\]

\[
t_{ij} s_{ij} \leq T, \quad i, j \in N, \tag{29}
\]

\[
s_{ij} \leq 1 - \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} z_{i}^{c_{g}}, \quad i, j \in N, \tag{30}
\]

\[
s_{ij} \leq 1 - \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} z_{j}^{c_{g}}, \quad i, j \in N, \tag{31}
\]

\[
s_{ij} \in \{0, 1\}, \quad i, j \in N. \tag{32}
\]

The costs for the direct shipments are added to the transportation and fixed costs in the objective function (27). Constraints (28) result from modifying Constraints (15) to ensure that all the traffic to be sent from one node to another is either routed via some hubs or shipped directly. To guarantee that the service time limit is also adhered for direct deliveries, Constraints (29) are included in the model. Constraints (30) and (31) guarantee that direct shipments are allowed only between non-hub nodes. Finally, Constraints (32) provide the domain for the binary direct-shipment variables.

4.3 Ready times and congestion levels in an optimal solution

As we observed before for the single allocation problem, collection and distribution times as well as congestion levels can have slack in the optimal solutions to both versions of the multiple allocation problem presented above. This may result in some inflated values for these decision variables in a given solution. Similar to the approach we adopted for the single allocation version, we propose to use a lexicographical method in order to obtain the actual values of the collection and distribution times as well as of the congestion levels.

For the multiple allocation problem cong-MAHLP, the following model can be used with this
purpose:

\[ (P_{MA}^{con,r}) \text{ minimize } \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} \gamma^g z^g_{ck} + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} r^a_{kl} + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} r^o_{kl}, \tag{33} \]

subject to \[ \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j \in N} \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} (\chi c_{ik} + \alpha c_{kl} + \delta c_{lj}) w_{ij} y_{ij}^{kl} \]
\[ + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} f_k^g z^g_k \leq V(P_{MA}), \tag{34} \]
\[ (15) - (26), \]

where \( V(P_{MA}) \) represents the optimal value resulting from solving model \( (P_{MA}) \).

When direct shipments are considered, the following model can be used for determining the actual values of the ready times and congestion levels in an optimal solution:

\[ (P_{MA-D}^{con,r}) \text{ minimize } \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} \sum_{g \in G} \gamma^g z^g_{ck} + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} r^a_{kl} + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} r^o_{kl}, \tag{35} \]

subject to \[ \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j \in N} \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{l \in N} (\chi c_{ik} + \alpha c_{kl} + \delta c_{lj}) w_{ij} y_{ij}^{kl} + \sum_{i \in N} \sum_{j \in N} \mu c_{ij} w_{ij} s_{ij} \]
\[ + \sum_{k \in N} \sum_{c \in C} f_k^g z^g_k \leq V(P_{MA-D}), \tag{36} \]
\[ (16) - (26), (28) - (32), \]

where \( V(P_{MA-D}) \) denotes the optimal objective function value of \( (P_{MA-D}) \).

5 Computational tests

We tested our formulations on the Australia Post (AP) data set [57]. The AP data set was first introduced by [50] and comprises instances with up to two-hundred nodes. It contains the coordinates of each node as well as the demand between each pair of nodes. There are two different sets for fixed costs and capacities in the AP data set, referred to as loose (L) and tight (T). The abbreviations LL, LT, TL, and TT are used to refer to these fixed cost and capacity settings specifically in this order. Transportation costs are assumed to depend linearly on the Euclidean distance between the nodes. Values of the scaling factors for collection, transfer, and distribution costs (\( \chi, \alpha, \text{ and } \delta \)) are provided [57]. In addition to \( \alpha = 0.75 \), we also tested the values 0.25 and 0.5 to observe the effects of the economies of scale factor on the solutions.
In our computational tests, we allow three differently sized hubs for each capacity set (loose and tight): small (S), medium (M), and large (L). We use the average values from the AP data to determine a medium capacity level for the hubs. We then deviate these average values by 20% to obtain the capacities and costs of small and large hubs.

Handling time in a medium sized hub is set to 2.5 hours. This time is also varied by 20% for hubs of small and large capacities. Travel times between the nodes are linearly dependent on the distance. We used a scaling factor $t$ for travel times which is dependent on the number of nodes in the network to ensure that a service time limit of around 21 hours is feasible. This time limit is motivated mainly from express shipment networks where it is appropriate to assume deliveries to be executed within 24 hours. In other contexts, other values for $t$ may be reasonable.

We tested different values for the service time limit. The values ranged from $T_{\text{min}}$ to 100 hours, where $T_{\text{min}}$ is the smallest feasible service time limit rounded up to the next half-an-hour. For each instance, we tested the values $T_{\text{min}}$, 24, 30, and 100 h. A time value of 100 h is a big enough value and it practically means no time restrictions. We particularly tested this instance as a reference point for minimum costs. In general, we tested integer values of time, however, for some specific instances, we observed the solutions with half-an-hour increments in service time.

We considered three different congestion levels using the values 70%, 85%, and 100%. These percentages ($\gamma^g$) represent upper bounds on the capacity utilization of a hub for each congestion level $g$. The congestion factor $\tau$ indicates by how much the handling time in a hub increases as a result of a higher congestion level. For a capacity utilization percentage between 70% to 85%, processing times in hubs are multiplied by $\tau^g = 1 + \tau$. For utilization rates higher than 85%, $\tau^g$ is chosen to be $(1 + \tau)^2$. In general, we tested three different values for $\tau$: 0%, 30%, and 100%. In some instances, we additionally tested $\tau \in \{10\%, 50\%, 200\%\}$.

All the settings we used in our computational tests with the AP data set are summarized in Table 1.

We ran our tests on a 64-bit Windows 7 Enterprise PC with a 2.6 GHz Intel(R) Xeon(R) processor and 48 GB RAM. To solve our models, we used IBM ILOG CPLEX optimization studio 12.6.1. We limited CPLEX run time to 6 hours. We additionally set an optimality gap of 1% for some difficult instances. CPU time requirements by CPLEX are detailed in Section 5.6. All of the presented CPU times refer to the basic model without the explicit minimization of ready times and congestion levels unless stated otherwise.
### Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sets:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of nodes</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of congestion levels</td>
<td>(</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flows and Costs:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Flows</td>
<td>(w_{ij})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed costs: medium hub T</td>
<td>(f_{ij}^M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed costs: medium hub L</td>
<td>(f_{ij}^L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed costs: small hub T, L</td>
<td>(f_{ij}^S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fixed costs: large hub T, L</td>
<td>(f_{ij}^L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation cost per unit of flow</td>
<td>(c_{ij})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Discount factor for inter-hub connections</td>
<td>(\alpha)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling factor for collection costs</td>
<td>(\chi)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling factor for distribution costs</td>
<td>(\delta)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scaling factor for direct shipments</td>
<td>(\mu)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Capacities:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium hub capacity T</td>
<td>(\Gamma^M_T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium hub capacity L</td>
<td>(\Gamma^M_L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Small hub capacity T, L</td>
<td>(\Gamma^S_T, \Gamma^S_L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Large hub capacity T, L</td>
<td>(\Gamma^L_T, \Gamma^L_L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling time: medium hub</td>
<td>(\Delta^M)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling time: small hub</td>
<td>(\Delta^S)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handling time: large hub</td>
<td>(\Delta^L)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Transportation time</td>
<td>(t_{ij})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distances</td>
<td>(d_{ij})</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Service time limit</td>
<td>(T)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Congestion:</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UBs on capacity utilization for congestion level (g)</td>
<td>(\gamma^g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relative time delay for congestion level (g)</td>
<td>(\tau_g)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(\tau \in {0%, 10%, 30%, 50%, 100%, 200%})</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Parameter settings.
5.1 Influence of service time and congestion on hub networks

To illustrate the effects of service time limit and congestion on hub network design we provide the following solution from the 10-node AP data set. Figure 5 depicts a single allocation instance with a congestion factor $\tau$ of 200%. Fixed costs and capacities for hubs are both tight (TT) at this instance. Hubs are represented with squares in this drawing, where the size of the square portrays the capacity of the hub. Moreover, blank squares represent no congestion (capacity utilization of less than 70%) whereas gray squares represent hubs which are lightly congested (capacity utilization between 70% to 85%).

Figure 5: Solutions demonstrating the effects of service time and congestion on hub networks.

Each network in Figure 5 corresponds to an optimal solution with a different service time limit, incremented by half-an-hour. As expected, optimal total costs decrease with an increase in the service time limit $T$. Note that locations, capacities, and congestion levels of hubs change with different service levels. When the service time is relaxed from 25 to 25.5 hours, it becomes optimal to open five small hubs, two of which are lightly congested, rather than opening four hubs with larger capacities as in $T = 25$. When $T$ is increased further to 26 hours, again only four hubs are opened, but one of them is now congested. The only difference between the resulting hub networks with $T = 25$ and 26 is that the capacity of hub node 8 is smaller in the latter. When service time is relaxed, it becomes feasible to open a smaller hub at node 8 to reduce total costs allowing to spend more time in it due to congestion.

These example solutions clearly demonstrate the effect of considering service time limit and congestion on the design of hub networks. In the next section, we analyze the change in total costs.
5.2 Costs of service time and congestion

As already observed through the solutions presented in the previous section, adhering a certain service time limit comes at a price. Taking the effects of congestion into account may increase total costs even more. The decision maker certainly needs to know the trade-off between cost and maximal service time. In this section, we analyze this trade-off under different models and parameter settings.

Figures 6 to 8 present the changes in total costs under different service time limits with varying congestion factor ($\tau$), cost and capacity sets (loose & tight) for 10-node instances.

In Figures 6–8, for each set of cost and capacity values, and different congestion factors, the $x$-axis lists the service time limit and the $y$-axis shows the corresponding optimal total cost value.
We tested service times starting from the minimum feasible value ($T_{\text{min}}$) up to 30 hours. As noted before, we additionally tested a service time limit of 100 hours to demonstrate a solution when the service time constraint is non-binding. Lower service time limits become feasible when direct shipments are allowed. For instance, a time limit of 17 hours is not feasible with both single and multiple allocation without direct shipment, however, this service time is feasible with direct shipments.

Observe from Figures 6–8 that the single allocation problems with a service time limit of 21 hours result in the highest total cost. For the same set of parameter values, multiple allocation problems result in lower total cost values than single allocation problems, as expected. Note that single allocation solutions provide an upper bound for the multiple allocation problem as the solution to a single allocation problem is always feasible to the multiple allocation variant. The total cost of the direct shipment problems, on the other hand, is bounded above by the cost of shipping all the demand directly between each origin-destination pair. This cost value corresponds to about 211,000.

The congestion factor does not have any influence on the set of instances with the loose capacity set (LL and TL). In these instances, with each of the models, different congestion factors (0%, 30%, and 100%) resulted in the same total cost. Hence, these instances were represented with a single line in Figures 6–8. This results from the fact that the loose capacity set of the AP data provides extremely generous capacities for hubs. Even in the instances when only a few hubs were opened, congestion was rarely observed. For tight capacities, however, the congestion factor has a clear effect on total costs.

The service time limit has a more dominant effect on total cost than the congestion factor. If the decision maker wants to provide service within the smallest feasible service time, then s/he needs to bear higher costs in building the hub network. For each allocation rule, we calculated the highest percent difference in total cost between $T_{\text{min}}$ and $T = 100$. For single allocation with no congestion ($\tau = 0\%$), this highest percentage is 18.4%, meaning that the total cost of providing service in 21 hours is up to 18.4% higher than building the hub network with no service time limit. The corresponding values are 10.7% and 19.5% for multiple allocation and multiple allocation with direct shipment models, respectively. As expected, service time has a more severe effect on total cost with single allocation compared with multiple allocation.

The congestion factor enhances the effect of service time on costs. When $\tau = 100\%$, the percent difference in total cost between $T_{\text{min}}$ and 100 hours goes up to 25.4% for single allocation. Similarly, with $\tau = 100\%$, the percent increase in total costs are 12.3% and 19.5% for multiple allocation and multiple allocation with direct shipment problems, respectively.
In practice, the network does not have to be built for the smallest feasible service time limit, but for a reasonable value of $T$. With loose service time limits the increase in total cost compared with no service time limit ($T = 100$) is less. When $T = 24$ and $\tau = 100\%$ for example, the increase is still remarkable, but at most 7.2%, 5.6%, and 3.9%, for single, multiple, and multiple allocation with direct shipment models, respectively.

It is also possible to calculate the difference in total costs between two target service time limits. Consequently, our proposed hub location models with congestion can provide a good decision support in determining the delivery time promises to customers while designing hub networks.

We also analyzed the isolated effects of congestion on total costs. For this analysis, we set the service time limit to 24 hours and tested the three models under different parameter settings. Figure 9 depicts the values of overall costs with congestion factor $\tau \in \{0\%, 10\%, 30\%, 50\%, 100\%, 200\%\}$ for 20-node instances.

Figure 9: Total costs with varying congestion factor when $T = 24$.

Figure 9 clearly shows the increase in total costs with an increasing congestion factor. The increase in total costs become more significant with tight capacities. For those instances, where the capacities are tight, there is an increase in costs by up to 30 to 50% compared with no congestion ($\tau = 0\%$).

A congestion factor of 10% results in an increase in total costs of around 1% compared with having no congestion effect. A small congestion factor may not result in a big difference in the overall costs and sometimes does not result in a different solution at all. However, the network
can be made resilient against congestion with a reasonable increase in total cost. In Section 5.4, we specifically analyze the value of considering congestion in hub location problems.

5.3 Number of hubs and ratio of direct shipment

Total cost of a solution depends on the number of opened hubs and their sizes. In general, the number of hubs in a solution decreases with an increased, and, hence, a more relaxed, service time limit. With loose service times, demand nodes can be allocated to distant hubs and more flow can be routed via hubs to exploit economies of scale.

Table 2 gives an overview on the number of hubs that are opened for the instances with 20 nodes. For each fixed cost and capacity combination, when the value of the congestion factor $\tau$ is increased, the number of hubs that are opened either increases or remains the same.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>TT</th>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>LL</th>
<th>LT</th>
<th>TL</th>
<th>TT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Number of hubs that are opened for $|N| = 20$.

For some instances with direct shipments, observe from Table 2 that, no hubs are established. This is the case with tight fixed costs and capacities (TT). In such instances, demand is satisfied only through direct shipments between the non-hub nodes.

We also observed the capacities of the hubs that are opened in the solutions. With tight capacity sets, the models result in opening more large-sized hubs as expected. Apart from this observation, however, there is not a clear trend in the solutions with regard to the hub
capacities. The solutions illustrated in Section 5.1 also demonstrate that differently sized hubs can be opened in different problem instances.

We analyzed the congestion levels at hubs in the solutions as well. Hubs tend to have higher utilization rates with tight capacities. The utilization rate of the hubs decreases, however, with an increasing congestion factor. This is because the relative time delay is dependent on the congestion factor.

Congestion in the hubs can be avoided by using direct shipments. Figure 10 depicts the ratio of direct shipments for 20-node instances with $\tau = 100\%$. This ratio is calculated by dividing the total amount of flow on direct shipments by the total flow on the network.

![Figure 10: Ratio of direct shipment.](image)

With tight fixed cost and capacities (TT), observe from Figure 10 that all flow (100\%) is shipped through direct connections under every service time limit. Hence, no hubs are opened in those instances. When the service time limit is very tight ($T = 18$), the optimal strategy is again to ship all flow directly between the nodes, except for the set of loose costs and capacities (LL). With loose service time limits and capacities, we see that the ratio of direct shipments ranges from 20\% to 50\%. We may conclude from this analysis that the service time limit has a major effect on the design of hub networks with direct shipments. In the next section, we define and analyze the value of considering congestion in hub location.

### 5.4 The value of considering congestion

To evaluate the significance of considering congestion, we define a measure named the *Value of Congestion* (VoC). The VoC is the relative additional cost the decision maker has to bear to adapt a solution that was built without considering congestion to a scenario with congestion. The idea is similar to the value of the multi-period solution introduced in [22].

In order to calculate the VoC, the models are initially solved without considering any delay
due to congestion. Then, the obtained locations and sizes of the hubs are set as input parameters in the models that include congestion, and the allocations, flows, ready times, and congestion levels are re-optimized using the proposed models. The resulting objective function value shall be denoted by $f^{voc}$. It is compared with the optimal objective function value $f^*$ of the model with congestion, and the Value of Congestion is defined as follows:

$$VoC(\%) = \frac{f^{voc} - f^*}{f^*} \times 100\%$$

If the hub locations and sizes obtained without considering any delay are infeasible, then the solution cannot be adapted and, hence, no $f^{voc}$ can be determined. In this case, VoC is defined as infinity.

We calculated the value of congestion using all the three models that we developed under different service time limits and congestion factors. We report results corresponding to two service time limits and five congestion factors for 20-node instances in Table 3.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>Single Allocation</th>
<th>Multiple Allocation</th>
<th>Multiple Allocation with Direct Shipment</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$\tau = 10%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 30%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 50%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.28 0.23 0</td>
<td>0.75 0.82 0.60</td>
<td>2.29 1.81 *</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0 5.09 0</td>
<td>0 2.30 *</td>
<td>1.65 *</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>$\tau = 10%$</th>
<th>$\tau = 30%$</th>
<th>$\tau = 50%$</th>
<th>$\tau = 100%$</th>
<th>$\tau = 200%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$\tau = 10%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 30%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 50%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 100%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 200%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.46 0.31 0</td>
<td>0 2.78 0.05 0.01</td>
<td>2.99 0.38 0.49 *</td>
<td>1.69 1.70 1.48 *</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0 0 0 0</td>
<td>0.01 0.05 0.01</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$\tau$</th>
<th>$\tau = 10%$</th>
<th>$\tau = 30%$</th>
<th>$\tau = 50%$</th>
<th>$\tau = 100%$</th>
<th>$\tau = 200%$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$T$</td>
<td>$\tau = 10%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 30%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 50%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 100%$</td>
<td>$\tau = 200%$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
<td>LL LT TL TT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22</td>
<td>0.49 0.30 0.56</td>
<td>0.73 3.04 0.77</td>
<td>0.97 4.60 0.97</td>
<td>0.97 7.88 0.97</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24</td>
<td>0 0.36 0 0.02</td>
<td>0 4.28 0.20 0.02</td>
<td>0 4.62 0.02 0.02</td>
<td>0.48 6.85 0.02</td>
<td>0.48 6.85 0.02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Value of congestion in percentages, $|N| = 20$.

For each model and input parameter, Table 3 reports the value of congestion in percentages. The zero entries correspond to instances where the problems resulted in an optimal solution in which there is no value of considering congestion. That is, in these instances, the models resulted in exactly the same hub network with and without considering congestion. The starred entries ($\ast$) in Table 3, on the other hand, correspond to instances where the VoC is infinity as defined above.

With the single allocation model, among the 40 instances listed in Table 3, 17 of them resulted in an infeasible solution when the congestion effects is not considered. With the multiple
allocation model, the number of instances that resulted in an infeasible solution drops down to 9 over 40. Obviously, congestion has a more severe effect on the single allocation instances compared with multiple allocation. With the possibility of direct shipments, on the other hand, the solutions obtained without considering any delays do not lead to an infeasible hub network for the original problem.

The effect of neglecting congestion may result in building hub networks with total costs of up to 6.34% more with single allocation. This percentage is even more with the multiple allocation with direct shipment model. In these instances, the cost of not considering congestion can be up to 7.88% more than the optimal cost. To conclude, this analysis shows that if the decision maker does not consider the effects of congestion, then the total cost of building the hub network can be up to 7.88% more than the optimal value, or the solution is not even adaptable and hence infeasible.

5.5 The impact of the discount factor

The economies of scale discount factor ($\alpha$) in the AP data set is provided as 0.75 [57]. To evaluate the impact of $\alpha$ on the solutions, we performed computational experiments with two additional values of $\alpha$: 0.25 and 0.5. We compare total cost and the optimal hub locations under these three different $\alpha$ values in Table 4 for 10-node instances.

As expected, total cost increases with an increasing value of $\alpha$. More importantly, Table 4 shows that the optimal locations of hubs are affected from the economies of scale parameter. Although there are some preferred locations of hubs in most of the instances, one can clearly observe the differences in the optimal hub locations with the change in the $\alpha$ value. In particular, observe that in some instances the models tend to locate fewer hubs with a higher $\alpha$ value.

We performed additional analysis with the three $\alpha$ values under different service time limits and congestion factors as well. The change in both of these parameters resulted in similar conclusions presented for Table 4. Moreover, we also calculated the value of congestion under different values of $\alpha$. We cannot identify a clear trend in the VoC with the change in the economies of scale factor. We conclude that the economies of scale factor does not have a significant effect on the value of considering congestion.

5.6 Computation times

The computation times required by CPLEX to solve the models vary not only with the number of nodes, but also a lot with the values of costs and capacities as well as with the allocation patterns and the congestion factor. Generally, CPU time requirement is higher with tight fixed costs and
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allocation pattern</th>
<th>Cost &amp; Capacity</th>
<th>$\alpha$</th>
<th>Total cost</th>
<th>Locations of hubs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>183,525</td>
<td>1,3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>194,558</td>
<td>1,3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>203,362</td>
<td>3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>191,625</td>
<td>1,3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>202,218</td>
<td>1,3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>212,812</td>
<td>1,3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>219,879</td>
<td>1,4,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>228,039</td>
<td>3,4,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>235,457</td>
<td>3,4,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>243,665</td>
<td>1,4,5,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>253,372</td>
<td>3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>262,509</td>
<td>3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>181,631</td>
<td>1,2,3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>190,926</td>
<td>1,2,3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>198,321</td>
<td>2,3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>187,330</td>
<td>1,3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>196,748</td>
<td>1,3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>203,467</td>
<td>1,3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>219,680</td>
<td>3,4,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>226,485</td>
<td>3,4,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>232,490</td>
<td>3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>231,907</td>
<td>3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>238,585</td>
<td>3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>245,099</td>
<td>3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>167,840</td>
<td>3,4,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>174,308</td>
<td>3,4,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>LL</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>180,178</td>
<td>3,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>175,824</td>
<td>3,4,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>183,106</td>
<td>3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>LT</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>187,347</td>
<td>3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>195,287</td>
<td>3,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>198,391</td>
<td>3,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>TL</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>200,994</td>
<td>3,7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>209,669</td>
<td>3,7,8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>211,382</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>211,382</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4: Results with different $\alpha$ values when $T = 24$ and $\tau = 100\%$.  
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capacities and also with a high congestion factor. Furthermore, the multiple allocation problem turned out to be more time consuming than its single allocation counterpart. The computation times increase even more if direct shipments are allowed. Figures 11 to 13 present computation times with CPLEX for increasing numbers of nodes, with two congestion factors, and different sets of cost and capacities.

![Figure 11: Average run time for |N| = 10.](image1)

![Figure 12: Average run time for |N| = 20.](image2)

![Figure 13: Average run time for |N| = 40 with single allocation.](image3)

For 10-node problems, all single allocation instances can be solved in less than a second. For both of the multiple allocation models, run times lie between 1.8 and 3 seconds if there is no delay due to congestion, and between 1.9 and 5.2 seconds if congestion doubles the handling time (τ = 100%).

All 20-node instances can be solved in at most forty minutes when there is no delay. With τ = 100%, run times increase to almost 3.5 hours. 20-node single allocation instances solved on the average in 10 seconds, hence, these instances cannot be observed due to the scaling in Figure 12. TL- and TT-instances with the multiple allocation with direct shipment model resulted in lower CPU time requirements as all shipments are made by direct connections in these instances.
40-node instances are much more challenging. All single allocation instances with 40 nodes can be solved optimally within 1.5 hours except for the tight fixed cost and capacity (TT) instances. Multiple allocation instances with 40 nodes, on the other hand, could not be solved within 6 hours even with a 1% optimality gap. Table 5 gives an overview of our results with a service time limit of 24 hours, considering a congestion factor of 100% and a discount factor $\alpha$ of 0.75.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Allocation Pattern</th>
<th>Number of Nodes</th>
<th>Cost &amp; Capacity</th>
<th>LP-Relax. Gap (%)</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
<th>Number of Hubs</th>
<th>CPU Time (Sec)</th>
<th>Gap (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SA 10 LL</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>203,362</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 10 LT</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>212,812</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 10 TL</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>235,457</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 10 TT</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>262,509</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 20 LL</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>228,103</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 20 LT</td>
<td>8.9</td>
<td>268,404</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 20 TL</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>270,328</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 20 TT</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>357,164</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 40 LL</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>232,986</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 40 LT</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>291,523</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 40 TL</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>360,447</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>73</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SA 40 TT</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>593,189</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>21,600</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA 10 LL</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>198,321</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA 10 LT</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>203,467</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA 10 TL</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>232,490</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA 10 TT</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>245,099</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA 20 LL</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>218,147</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>575</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA 20 LT</td>
<td>1.2</td>
<td>243,714</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6204</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA 20 TL</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>249,574</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA 20 TT</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td>323,285</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>21,600</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D 10 LL</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>180,178</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D 10 LT</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>187,347</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D 10 TL</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>200,994</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>4.4</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D 10 TT</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>211,382</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D 20 LL</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>193,777</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>104</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D 20 LT</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>217,920</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6125</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D 20 TL</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>222,023</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>434</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MA-D 20 TT</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>231,645</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>251</td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Results with $T = 24$, $\tau = 100\%$, and $\alpha = 0.75$.

For each allocation pattern, problem size, cost and capacity set, Table 5 presents the percent gap of the LP relaxation from the best known solution, total cost of the best solution, number of hubs in the corresponding solution, CPU time requirement by CPLEX to obtain this solution,
and the gap reported by CPLEX at the end of the run time.

As can be seen from Table 5, the LP relaxations of all the three models are quite tight. The LP relaxation gap increases when costs and capacities get tighter. TT instances are among the hardest instances. CPLEX could not find the optimal solution for some of such instances even after 6 hours (21,600 seconds) of run time. The direct shipment model is also challenging, thus, an optimality gap of 1% was set when solving this model with 20 node instances.

To see the extent of the solution potential with CPLEX we additionally tested the single allocation model on 100-node AP instances as well. Even after 6 hours of run time, CPLEX resulted in a gap of up to 30.6%. After 24 hours of computation time, the maximum gap reduced to 18.6%. This shows that instances with 100 nodes are not solvable within an acceptable optimality gap in reasonable CPU times. Thus, there is an obvious need to develop tailored exact or heuristic solution methodologies for these problems in the future.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we modeled service time constraints and congestion in hub location problems. Service time is calculated by considering both the travel time on the network connections and handling time at hubs. Congestion is taken into account in order to determine the delay caused by the increase in handling times at hubs.

We developed mixed-integer linear programming formulations for the single and multiple allocation versions of this problem. We also modeled the possibility of direct shipments within the multiple allocation setting.

The models were tested on the well-known AP data set. The results were analyzed under different parameter settings including variations in service time limit, congestion factor, fixed costs, and capacities.

We showed that total costs increase with tighter service time requirements. Service time limit has a more dominant effect on total cost compared with the effect of the congestion factor. Nevertheless, the congestion factor enhances the effect of service time on costs. For all models, the increase in total costs due to either the service time limit or the congestion factor is more significant with tight hub capacities. Moreover, the effect of service time and congestion on costs is more severe on the single allocation instances compared with multiple allocation.

We defined a measure for the value of modeling congestion and showed that for a given service time limit, the decision maker may end up with higher costs or an infeasible hub network unless delay due to congestion is taken into account. The proposed models are valuable decision support tools in determining delivery time guarantees while considering congestion in the design.
of hub networks.

A central aspect in our work concerns congestion and the way of capturing it. We discretized the congestion and embedded it in discrete optimization models that were tackled by a general-purpose solver. Having observed that even such a simplified way of capturing congestion may render solutions (and costs) quite different from those obtained if that aspect is ignored, we are encouraged to explore other ways (possibly closer to real-world needs) of capturing congestion like using piece-wise linear functions. Nevertheless, changing the way congestion is modeled leads to a complete change in the structure of the mathematical problems to tackle, which may call for appropriate valid inequalities like given in [58] or specially tailored approaches for the resulting models. This is certainly an aspect that requires further research. Run times and currently solvable instance sizes additionally motivate developing heuristics or tailored exact methods to tackle the introduced problems.
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